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Paolo Grifantini releases Interest Calculator Pro 1.0
Published on 04/09/09
Paolo Grifantini today announced Interest Calculator Pro 1.0 for iPhone and iPod Touch.
Interest Calculator Pro is one of the most flexible and advanced interest calculators for
iPhone and iPod Touch. Due to its complete set of features and maximum flexibility in the
choice of what to calculate, this is the ultimate tool for people looking to detailed and
complete money investment evaluation. Including inflation impact on interests evaluation.
Camerino, Italy - One of the most flexible and advanced Interest Calculator for iPhone &
iPod Touch has been released. Due to its complete set of features and maximum flexibility
in the choice of what to calculate, this is the ultimate tool for people looking to
detailed and complete money investment evaluation. Including inflation impact on interests
evaluation, this is especially useful to program your future interest rate targets.
Interest Calculator Pro is:
* Complete, because it supports any kind of interest options (simple, compound or
continuous capitalization; fixed or yearly variable interest rates; civil year, commercial
year or mixed day counting convention)
* Flexible, allowing you to set any element of the interest equation as the unknown: thus
users can either calculate the final amount, or the principal, or the interest rate, or
the start date, or the end date of your investment
* Useful, since users can also evaluate the impact of taxes on interests and inflation
(many world countries past inflation rates are included for use, including US and UK past
inflation rates ranging from 1900 to 2008)
The application also features a practical summary view, showing the users an year over
year view of their investment plan. Finally, an handy and flexible percentage calculator
is included as well. Interest Calculator Pro is localized in English, Italian, French and
Spanish.
Pricing and Availability:
Interest Calculator Pro 1.0 is $1.99 (USD) and available exclusively through Apple's App
Store.
Interest Calculator 1.0:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=310631763&mt=8
Screenshot:
http://iphone.palple.net/interests/prdata/calculator.jpg
Screenshot/App Icon:
http://iphone.palple.net/interests/prdata/icona512.jpg

Paolo Grifantini is the developer of one of the most downloaded MacOs X widgets ever, as
well as several successful finance mobile applications. All Material and Software (C) 2009
Paolo Grifantini / All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, and iPod are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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